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WHO WE ARE

Amfico is an All-India Representative of selected prestigious International Companies and as part of its
representation, it provides an array of services, products, and business solutions giving them a smooth entry
into the lucrative Indian market ensuring their products reap rich dividends. Amfico's business is currently
spanned across three verticals namely Services, Trading and ALL HUB. Amfico's constant strive for
introducing new quality products to its portfolio in the liquid logistics industry has led to its steady growth,
valued customer support and has recognized it as an industry leader. 



INTRODUCTION

Under our vertical of Trading, Amfico has provided a platform for renowned international brands to

enter the Indian sub-continent and recognize Amfico as its partner.

The trading division has a large number of diversified segments under its belt covering Technical

Spares (Valves, Gaskets, Claddings, Gauges, other metal spares etc,) Medical Devices and Products

(innovative sanitization products), Safety related Products (Elasticized barriers, wheel nut indicators

etc).



AMFISAFE



Amfico Agencies Pvt. Ltd. is proud to represent the renowned company from Belguim, BOPLAN® They

design, develop and manufacture sustainable, high-quality, high-performance plastics meant for highly

effective fall and collision protection for demanding environments.

Flex Impact are modular, industrial-grade fall, highly shock-absorbent safety barriers manufactured from

thick-walled reinforced plastic elements. In contrast to the classic iron and steel systems used for crash

protection. FLEX IMPACT® provides increased impact resistance, even at high collision speeds such as

forklifts and other vehicular traffic. At the slightest impact, these bend and then take on their original

shape protecting machinery, equipment and the workforce.

A range of handrails, guard rails, bollards, goal posts, corner protectors, safety gates, dock bumpers,

protective bumpers and rack protectors are represented by Amfico under the Flex Impact range of

products.

Axes gates are industrial safety gates for robust fall protection. The consequences of falls can led to

catastrophic serious injury. Amfico is proud to represent these gates in India to ensure workforce

protection. These gates have a long-life span and have been manufactured from high-quality, reinforced

flexible polyurethane (PU) that can easily withstand an impact of 100 kg. At the slightest impact, they

bend and then return to their original shape. No dents or cracks, as seen in classic iron and steel safety

products. Easy to install, maintenance free and self-closing.

The entire range of Boplan products can be applied across various industries such as warehousing, transport

& logistics, supply chain, F&B, automotive, distribution & packaging, factory & production halls, cold

storage industry, construction and airports.
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As a professional manufacturer of dunnage air bags, the focus is on securing and protecting in-transit

Cargos in the safest way, Reliable & economic airbags increase customers satisfaction and enhance

company & product image.

Most in-transit cargo damage is caused by cargoes sliding; that impacts when the cargoes are not secured

properly. Dunnage Air Bags can protect cargoes effectively during most modes of transports via filling

voids, bracing cargoes, absorbing vibrations, avoiding cargoes sliding and impacts. 

Dunnage Air Bags have been widely used as in-transit securing products and transporting padding materials

in the world because of its easy handling fast inflating, shortening loading and unloading time, reducing

logistics cost effectively, etc.

Pallets are used for shipping packaged cargoes in box containers. This packaging material could be Cartons,

Drums, IBC’s or loose materials. Specially in mature markets where labour is expensive, pallets are

preferred to reduce involvement of labour. 

ISPM 15/IPPC Heat-Treated and Fumigated Pallets

Compliance with the ISPM 15 standard is an essential condition for the use of load carriers in the

international movement of goods. All pallets at Amfico are heat-treated / fumigated in accordance to the

stringent specifications of the IPPC. Our facility has a heat-treatment plants where pallets can be treated

per batch. Each and every pallet manufactured is heat-treated and then dispatched.

Industries We Serve:- 
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ISO Tank Sale

Amfico Agencies Pvt. Ltd. has been catering to the growing demand for domestic trading / leasing of

tanks.

Tank Containers or widely known as ISO Tanks have been gaining ground in India for EXIM and for

Domestic usage. These very sturdy Stainless Steel /Mild Steel equipments meant to carry liquid cargoes

are the main stay with Multinational Chemical Giants as well as with Large Indian Manufacturers. 

This specialised equipment comes with different T-codes to carry different types of cargoes and their sizes

usually range from 14kl to 26kl. Different types of cargoes may require special linings on the tanks to

protect the steel from getting damaged or corroded. 

Amfico has been domestically leasing and trading new, second hand, or re-furbished equipments, with

complete domesticated documentation, to Chemical Manufacturers, Traders as well as with Transport

companies. 

These equipments may include Baffled, Lined, Top/Bottom Discharge or even swap bodies. 

Alliance with Amfico whose experience in purchase, sale or leasing of tanks will definitely scale your

business within India.



Advanced
Polymer
Coating

Amfico Agencies Pvt. Ltd. has been a proud representative and partner to the US company 

APC ChemLINE® a brand of high-performance protective coatings and linings that deliver excellent

chemical resistance to aggressive cargoes. Tank containers carry hazardous and non-hazardous

chemicals which can pose serious problems if not handled or maintained well. Concerns such as leaks,

life reduction of the tank, crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosion in tanks cause serious impact and high

maintenance cost. ChemLINE® 784 is a high functionality, two component thermoset polymer

coating. It delivers significantly improved product performance and anti-corrosion resistance. Its

coating is formulated with a unique high functionality polymer that is designed and engineered with 28

functional groups per molecule.  APC Chemline paint is extensively used in the following industries

such as Chemical Processing - Tanks, vessels, hazardous waste, secondary containment, chemical plant

floors, Paper & Pulp, Mining , Power Generation, Steel and Waste Water.



Local
Gasket

Manufacture

Amfico Agencies Pvt. Ltd. has its own depot called ALL HUB at Nhava Sheva. Our team of

engineers are driven to design and produce innovative solutions for our domestic and international

clients. With the growing demand for ISO Tank spare parts, one of the solutions being produced

in-house, is a range of PTFE gaskets put together at ALL HUB, Nhava Sheva. A gasket par

excellence in quality and design. This manufacturing set up will cater to the future local

requirement.



Many Liquids require special care during transit. Some change their properties on fluctuation of

temperature and these changes can be irreversible. Others need very high temperatures to melt them

once they have solidified. 

To prevent such undesired situations Amfico Agencies Pvt. Ltd. has introduced Dirac the solution to

electric control & heating to the Indian market. TransHeat by Dirac is the heating solutions for Tank

containers, Railcars, Road tankers and IBC’s. 

TransHeat offers two different types of heating systems for moving tank containers or trailers filled

with liquid that need to be maintained at a certain temperature or has to be heated up during or after

transportation. Both solutions are covered with insulation to limit the heat losses and to protect people

touching the container unit.

The range of Heating Cables and Mats can heat up between 180C to 600C depending on the required

application. The electrical heating is controlled by PT100 sensors with accuracy upto +/- 1C. The control

box is equipped with circuit breakers for safety. 

This application is widely used in many industries such as Dairy, Oils & Fats, Chocolate, Resins &

Adhesives also for various chemicals such as MDI, etc. 



An encapsulated, corrugated stainless steel insert energizes gasket performance. 

Specifically designed for the Tank Container Industry. 

100% Expanded PTFE for the widest range of chemical compatibility. 

Superior sealing, thermal cycling & pressure resistance. 

Minimal torque loss after thermal and pressure cycling. 

Seals against corroded pitted flange surfaces. 

Lowest life cycle cost possible.

Amfico Agencies Pvt. Ltd. is proud to introduce VSP TECHNOLOGIES, the manufacturer of gaskets and fluid
sealing material. VSP technologies, is an engineering firm who focuses on saving our clients money and improving
safety by supporting our customers and supplying gasket, packing and expansion joint need. We are unique and
offer a wide range of products and technical services which have consistently documented customer - approved cost
saving.

VSP Technology as USA's leading manufacture of Gasket and Fluid sealing material are recognized throughout the
world as a superior choice when it comes to reliability, performance and trust for their well know and popular
designs of Anti-Buckling Spiral Wound Gasket And SS Corrugates Insert Gasket. VSP Technologies has been
influencing and improving the fluid sealing material snice 1979.



Amfico Agencies Pvt. Ltd. is proud to introduce YUYAO SUNPASS INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO. LTD.,

a specialized manufacturer and exporter of a full range of high quality custom developed Seals and

Gaskets for use with chemical and food grade tank container, Their well equipped manufacturing facility

is situated in Yuyao, Zhejiang, China. Sunpass, also manufactures other items used for the tank containers

industry such as Dust Caps, Document Holders, SS Dip Sticks, Data Plates, Temperature Gauges,

Pressure Gauges etc. It also manufactures a large number of parts for the dry / box containers. 

BRAIDED MANLID SEAL PTFE - clean length form braided packing for lids and fittings on static and

mobile tank containers. Sunpass style 2200 is manufactured from an inert reinforced polypropylene yarn,

impregnated with PTFE and an inert resin to provide a non-stick surface. 

SUPER TANKTYT LID SEAL - The seal is made of the highest quality 100% virgin PTEF and used in

valves. Thanks to high chemical stability, good mechanical properties and permanent resistance in the

atmosphere (humidity, gases, temperature changes) they are suitable for valves in tank container. All

these gaskets are supplied by world leading manufacturer. They are precision manufactured components

designed specifically to give long life with high integrity sealing.  



AMFICO AGENCIES PVT. LTD., proud to introduce GIRARD EQUIPMENT Inc, as USA’s leading

manufacturer of ISO Tank and Tank Trailer Equipment including parts and accessories and are

recognized throughout the world as superior choice when it comes to reliability, performance and

trust for their well known and popular designs of pressure Relief Vents and Magnetic Vacuum

Breakers. Girard Equipment has been influencing and improving the transportation of liquid since

1952.

Girard Equipment offices are located within USA at Florida, Texas, Illinois, New Jersey and other

parts of the world such as Rotterdam, Beijing, United Kingdom and is now extending its operations

onto India.

Girard has a large product range covering equipment including parts and accessories for the

Intermodal Tank Container Transport, Intermediate Bulk Containers (IBC’s), Acid Road Tankers,

Railcars, Chemical and Petroleum Road Tankers. Girard Equipment are now being fitted to many

new builds for the tank containers industry. One of the world’s largest tank operators has already

fitted nearly 5000 tank containers with the complete set of Girard parts and accessories on them.

Most worldwide Maintenance and Repair professionals have started using and recommending

Girard parts of their management due to its reliability and performance. 



When you want assurance of a safe work environment for your heavy-duty machines the only product

that comes to mind are the range of LODAX Outrigger and Crane Pads.

LODAX Pads when used correctly, offer a safe support for mobile cranes, concrete pumps, truck

mounted cranes, hydraulic hoists, scissor lifts, machines, containers etc.. LODAX outrigger Pads spread

the load on a larger surface while also protecting the soil underneath.

 

Have you ever thought about protecting vulnerable surfaces from heavy vehicles? Amfico Agencies Pvt

Ltd is a representative of LODAX ground protection mats.

LODAX ground protection mats are used to grant access to machines and pedestrians on difficult

accessible terrains. They provide protection to the soil and are frequently used in the landscaping

industry, construction sites, maintenance of sports fields etc.

The range of mats are top quality with a range of connectors and systems to connect mats one to

another to create temporary roads and parking areas.

These mats are lightweight, easy to handle, durable, ecological made of virgin recycled plastic material

and prone to harsh environments.

Protect your surfaces with LODAX and reduce the risk of damages and destruction.



Amfico’s trained team at ALL HUB is one of the few applicators of Chartek in India, manufactured

by Akzo Nobel for the application of fire protection coatings for onshore, offshore and commercial

buildings. 

Chartek is a unique intumescent PFP coating that provides both cryogenic spill protection (CSP)

and fire protection. It protects against leaks of liquified natural gas. Designed to enhance

productivity through fast application and low applied thickness. Chartek also provides excellent

corrosion and blast resistance.

It improves coating efficiency through reduced number of coats making it the ideal choice for

process equipment and areas experiencing heat radiation from flares.



Vehicular and driver safety is of utmost importance on the road. Amfico Agencies Pvt. Ltd. is a proud

representative of Wheel Nut Indicators that prevent catastrophic or unforeseen events on the road.

Wheel Nuts can be easily installed to provide a clear visual pattern for drivers, with each pair of indicator

pointing directly at each other indicating which wheel nuts need tightening hence providing ultimate

safety and peace of mind for the drivers.

CP Series Wheel Nut Indicators are used extensively by the road haulage industry as a visual safety aid

for enhanced fleet safety. Indicators clearly identify when a wheel nut has loosened allowing remedial

action to be taken before a failure occurs.

DCL Series Wheel Nut Indicators are used when the wheel nut is recessed. DCL Series combines a loose

wheel nut Indicator, with a standard dust cap for use on wheels with trims. DCL Series indicate loosening

of safety critical nuts, also offer the additional benefits that come with a wheel nut cap for protecting the

nut from weathering, corrosion and general road damage. These are widely used in industrial, agricultural,

military, mining and commercial vehicle sectors amongst others.



Ultimate Liquid Dispenser

Ease all your concerns about messy drips, product wastage, quality and cost control in your front-end

and back-end kitchen. 

Budget control your sauces in your QSR restaurants and opt for our innovative Ultimate Portion

Controlled Dispensers and Ultimate Liquid Dispensers.

Amfico Agencies Pvt. Ltd. is a proud representative of these liquid dispensers in India providing

innovative solutions for your restaurants, kioks and other F&B requirements.

The Ultimate Portion Controlled Dispenser Systems deliver the perfect portion for your condiments. It

allows you to select the desired portion size and one squeeze of the trigger dispenses the exact

portion, allowing you to regulate your usage and costs. The Portion Controlled Dispenser systems

allow fast dispensing of sauces and are perfectly placed in busy environments with some of the biggest

commercial fast-food chains already using our dispensing solutions. These dispenser systems are

designed in Sweden, providing commercial quality, food grade sauce dispensing that are globally

patented.



Cargo during transit is prone to highest risk of damage, sliding, vibration, displacement and other impacts.

Cargo Logistics involves securing cargo efficiently to secure and stabilize while in containers, closed rail

cars, trucks and ships. To ensure this, Dunnage Bags are load securement materials used to stabilize cargo

in transport and prevent product damage. Dunnage bags prevent both lateral and longitudinal movement

and are much more effective in stabilizing cargo compared with wood blocking and bracing.

Amfico Agencies Pvt. Ltd. is the international representative for Zerpo Airbags that are made of different

materials such as PPL where the outer shell is of paper laminated with PP woven material. The second

being PPW where the outer shell is made by high strength PP woven fabric.

Some of the advantages of Zerpo are that they lower logistics cost substantially and are firm, reliable and

easy to handle. They reduce tedious claim procedures thereby enhancing company and product image and

increasing client satisfaction. They Inflate & deflate air quickly, re-usable and are moisture resistant.

Dunnage Air Bags are suitable for most types of shipping, including bulk ship, railway, container, truck etc.

They could apply to most fields & cargoes, such as: Machinery Manufacturing, Refrigeration, Metalworks,

Paper, Chemicals and Beverages such as Beer, Wine, water, Soda, etc.
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ADDRESS

301/402, Konark Shram,

Tardeo Road, Tardeo, Mumbai

400 034.
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ADDRESS

Amfico Liquid Logistics HUB

Near Jasai Talav, Jasai Village

Uran, Raigad – 400707
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